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Abstract

Luders’ bands are shear deformation features commonly observed in rock specimens that have been
deformed experimentally in the brittle-ductile transition regime. For specimens that contain both faults
(sheai fractures that separate the specimen) and bands, the bands form earlier in the deformation history
and their orientations are often different from the fault These differences pose the question of the
relationship between these two structures. Understanding the origin of these features may shed light on
the genesis of apparent natural analogues, and on the general process of rock deformation and fracture
in the laboratory. This paper presents a hypothesis for the formation of Liiders’ bands in laboratory
specimens based on deformation localization theory considered in the context of the nonuniform stress
distribution of the conventional triaxial experiment Luders’ bands and faults appear to be equivalent
reflections of the localization process as it is controlled by nonuniform distributions of stress and
evolution of incremental constitutive parameters resulting from increasing damage. To relate conditions
for localization in laboratory specimens to natural settings, it will be necessary to design new
experiments that create uniform stress and deformation fields, or to extract constitutive data indirectly
from standard experiments using computational means.



1. Introduction

From the very beginning of modem experimental rock
deformation [von Kdrmdn, 1911], experimentalists have
been recording the occurrence of fine lines on the surfaces
of many of their deformed specimens. Oftentimes, there
were two intersecting sets of subparallel traces creating a
network of lines on the surfaces of the specimens. When
two sets were present, their normals were symmetrically
disposed about the axis of maximum compression. Griggx
[1936] was apparently the lirst to identify these features
with the Luders’ lines observed in deformed specimens
of metals. In an experimental study that specifically ad-
dressed Luders’ lines in rock, f%iedmdn and Logan [1973]
gave a detailed description of them for a tine-grained lime-
stone and a sandstone. They modified the term to Luders’
“bands” and this term will be used in this paper. “Friedman
and Logan [1973] defined Ludem’ bands as “planar fea-
tures oriented parallel to planes of high shear stress along
which cataclasis is concentrated and shear displacement
is negligible.” Evidently, these structures can be found
in several different rock types so long as the confining
pressure is sufficient to bring the reformational response
near to the brittle-ductile transition regime as defined by
Heard [1960]. Paferson [1957] interpreted certain tectonic
scale fracture zones as Liiders’ bands. Some additional
studies that either have commented on such features ex-
plicitly, or have indicated their existence with photographs
of deformed specimens are: Bredfhzwr [1957], Pater-
son [1958], Wawersik and Fairhurst [1970], Donath et al.
[1971], Hugman and Friedman [1979] and Fredrich et al.
[1989].

In experimentally deformed specimens, Luden’ bands
are thin (often about 1 mm) and show little or no offset
when observed with the unaided eye. MicroscopicaIIy,
they are tabular zones of cataclastic deformation. At the
outcrop scale, similar features in sandstone are called de-
formation bands [Aydin and.Tohnson, 1983] or microfaults
[.lanu”sonand Siearns, 1982] and exhibit shear displace-
ments of up to a few-centimetres. The apparent similarity
of Liidexx’ bands in laboratory specimens to deformation
bands and microfaults in the outcrop led Friedman and
Lagan [1973] to suggest that in situ conditions of defor-
mation could be estimated for the outcrop features. In
their experiments, Friedman and Logan [1973] found that
for fine-gained Solenhofen limestone the Luders’ bands
were confined to the surface layer of the specimens, but
in coarser grained limestone, and sometimes in a sand-
stone, they were pervasive. Further, in all cases, the bands
were best developed where the barreling of the specimen
was greatest. In other words, where the tangential normal
strains”(stretching) normal to the direction of maximum
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compression were greatest (Figure 1). They found that for
specimens whose cross-sections normal to the maximum
shortening direction (originally circular) became ellipti-
cal, leading to an orthorhomblc deformation pattexn, the
common line of intersection of the bands with the fault
paralleled the short ellipse axis (Hgure lb). Friedman
and Lagan [1973] also found that the angle between the
Luders’ band normal and the direction of the maximum
compressive stress, al, was less than the angle between
the fault normal and al. The maximum, intermediate, and
minimum principal compressive stresses are, respective y,
al, UZ,and U3.

An orthorhombic symmetry (Figure lb) is associated
with conjugate faults or Luders’ bands; specimens which
develop only one set of Luders’ bands or one fault take
on a monoclinic symmetry (Rgure lc). My own obser-
vations in marble [Ufsson and Peng, 1976] and sandstone
(unpublished) indicate that when a specimen takes on an
orthorhombic or monoclinic symmetry there are markedly
fewer Luders’ bands on the those parts of the outer surface
pierced by the maximum ellipse axis. Further cks to the
origin of the bands [Friedman and Logan, 1973] are that
their orientations are insensitive to axial strain and strain
rate, but are influenced by the confining pressure.

In experimental studies [Wawersik et al., 199Q Ohson,
1992] designed to test some predictions of the Rudnicki-
Rice theory of strain Ionization [Rudnicki and Rice,
1975], Liiders’ bands were observed in Tennessee mar-
ble. Prisms had been deformed in plane strain, and solid
and hollow cylinders had been deformed in axisymmet-
ric compression, an~ though bands were present in many
specimens, they were not described in the initial reports
[Wawersik et al., 199(X Holcomb, 1992 Olsson, 1992].
Earlier work [Ohon and Peng, 1976] had shown that
the internal structure of similar bands observed in spec-
imens of Tennessee marble tested in conventional triaxial
compression consisted of complex combinations of calcite
deformation twins and transgranular and grain-boundary
cracks.

The coexistence of faults and Liiders’ bands in the same
specimen broaches the question of just which of these two
shear deformation features is supposed to be predicted by
localization theoxy the more or less numerous Ludem’
bands or the faults that eventually divided that specimen?
These structures are both obviously shear strain localiza-
tions, but they occur at diffenmt stages in the axial shorten-
ing and they often have different orientations with respect
to the applied stresses. It is evident from these observations
that neither the genesis of Luders’ bands nor their relation-
ship to the final fault are yet completely understood.
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Figu~ 1. Twodirnensional represeritations of some typical
deformation modes in triaxially deformed specimens. Heavy
tines are faults, or shear fractures, that separate the specimens;
thin lines are Liiders’ bands. In a, the Ljiders’ bands are dK-
tributed uniformly around the surfacq in b and c, most Ltiders’
bands normals occur in the surface lying in the plane of the
paper. The dips of the fault and the Liiders’ bands can be sig-
nificantly different in a, and the same or nearly the “same in b
and C.

Summarizing the points that need to be addressed to
better understand the formation of Luders’ bands in the
laboratory, and to enable us to extend that understanding
to field problems: (1) Liiders’ bands format less specimen
shortening than faults: (2) in many cases Liiders’ band nor-
mals are more steeply inclined to the applied maximum
compressive stress than are fault normals; (3) the strikes of
the Ltidem’ bands are most often distribute dradiallyabout
the cylinder axis when the deformation remains axisym-
metric, but can be uniforrrdy oriented when the strain is
orthorhombic or monoclinic; (4) Liiders’ bands invariably
show very little shear offset, much less than the faulq (5)
Liiders’ bands are sometimes only surface features, but in
other cases they are seen to be pervasive throughout the
thickness of the specimen, and then their strikes are paral-
lel to the strike of the fault rather than radially dispersed
around the cylinderaxis; (6) when the bands are pervasive,
some faults appear to be simply the concentration of shear
along one or more closeiy spaced Liiders’ bands until the
offset is so large as to be considered a fault.

2. Hypothesis

I propose that the origin of Liiders’ bands in axisym-
metricali y-deformed laboratory specimens can be under-
stood by considering the conditions for the onset of lo-
calization [Rudnicki and Rice, 1975] as they are influ-
enced by the local states of stress in a typicaliy inhomo-
geneously deformed specimen. It should be noted that be-
fore inelastic deformation sets in, the state of stress in an
axisymmerncaHy-compressed, elastic cylinder with ty-pi-
cal end conditions is nonuniform [Peng, 1971; A1-Chalabi
and Huang, 1974].

The first pan of the hypothesis assumes that the locak+-
tion of deformation is tantamount to a bifurcation horn an
initially uniform deformation-rate field in accordance with
the theory of Rudnicki and Rice [1975]. Their calculations
were based on a stress-strain relation for constant mean
stress that contained the incremental constitutive parame-
ters: the tangent plastic modulus h of the shear stress-strain
curve (Figure 2a), shear modulus G, and Poisson’s ratio
v. The parameters G and v have initially their elastic val-
ues, but evolve during deformation beyond the yield point.
AISOincluded in the
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Fimme 2. (a)Shear stress-strain cmve showing the relation be-
tw~en elastic moduius G and pkwtic moduIus h: (b) The criticaI
hardening modulus plo~d against N, the parameter defining the
state of stress. Letters A, B, C and D correspond to key points
during deformation of a conventional triaxial specimew see text
for explanation. Redrawn from Figures 3 and 6 of IMnicki ad
Rice [1975].

description were the ratio of inelastic volume strain incre-
ment to inelastic shear strain increment ~ (the dilatancy),
and the local slope of the yield condition p. Rudnicki and
Rice [1975] defined the onset of localiion in terms of the
critical value of the tangent modulus, h.,, nomalized by
G. They found that the state of stress had a profound influ-
ence on the amount of deformation preceding btion,
and to present their data-they defined a single parameter
IV to characterize the anisotropy of the stress state. N is
defined by ~z = N7 where the effective shear stress 7 is

and the prime indicates deviatonc values given by <j =
Cij - Ukk 6ij. The summation convention is used here.
The stress state parameter N = 1//3 for al > u2 = u3s

axisymmetric compression; N = – l/fi for al = uz >
v3, axisyrnmetric extension.

The tangent modulus at localization h=. is related to N
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through (Figure 2b)

The angle between the normal to the deformation band and
the al-direction, 6, is also a function of N and is given by
[Rudnicki and Olsson, 1998]

(2)

where

Thus, the critical modulus and shear band angle are seen to
be strong functions of the stress state and these relations are
illustrated in Figures 2b, 3, and 4. According to the theory,
in the absence of vertex hardening, hC./G at localization in
axisymmetic compression has a relatively large negative
value. For smaller values of N, closer to pure shear, the
critical modulus is larger, and will be positive over a range
of stress-state vatues, unless ~ = p, in which case h.. /G
is never positive. The modulus becomes negative again for
states of stress near (axisymmetric) triaxial extension.
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figure 3. Curves of critical Ofor various values of ~ + p and
v = 0.2. The heavy arrows show state paths for the central core
(ACD)and outer annuhrs(AB)of a specimen undergoing axiat
shortening.

Experimental work by Wawersik et af., [1990] on Ten-
nessee mable and by Ord et al. [1991] on Gosford sand-
stone supports the prediction of the model that plane-strain
states promote earlier localization, actually occurring pre-
peak (h > O)compared to the axisymmetric stress-strain
curve. Further, Okson [1992] showed that a vertex formed

at the current stress point on the yield surface (or on the
plastic potential surface) for Tennessee marble, and ac-
cording to Rudnicki and Rice [1975] this will also allow
Iocahtion to occur earlier, but still with negative modulus
for N near the axisymmetric state.
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FiguI% 4. Curves of critical 8 for various values of u and

P ~ P = 0.9. The heavy arrows show state paths for the central
core (ACD) and outer annulus (AB) of a specimen undergoing
axial shortening.

The second part of the hypothesis require the develop
ment of nonuniform stresses within the specimen. Elastic
solutions for a uniaxially loaded cylinder [Peng, 1971;Al-
Chalabi and Huang, 1974] with boundary conditions sim-
ilar to those in rock deformation experiments show that the
stress distributions within the cylinder can be quite nonuni-
form. Numerical nmdelling indicates that this nonunifor-
mity in stress that begins during the elastic loading regime
likely continues as inelasticity caused by microcracking
begins [Cos~in and Sfone, 1986; 1987]. In particular,
for uniaxial loading of a cylinder, and principal stresses
u=, u., me, the hoop stress U$is negative in the cylinder’s
mid-section. The lowest (most negative) value occurs in
the outer annulus. The radial stress a, is also negative, but
its greatest concentration is less and is near the center of
the cylinder. Superposition of a radial confinement may
prevent U@from becoming tensile, but, nonetheless, the
ratio of ae/ur at the outer surface decreases from unity.
Therefore, even though a globally axisymmetric load is

applied, the material in the outer shell of the mid-section
of the cylinder is actually in a true miaxird state of stress
such that r. > a~ > U8 (F@ure 5). In other words, lo-
cally the axial stress u. remains themaximum compressive
stress, but the tangential stress Ue becomes the minimum
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compressive stress, and the radM stress u, becomes the
intermediate compressive stress.

The sequence of formation and the relative orientations
of the Liiders’ bands and the fault can be better under-
stood by a detailed examination of Figures 2, 3 and 4.
These figures are based on similar ones in Rudnicki and
Rice [1975] and Rudnicki and Olsson [1998],respectively.
Fmt assume the simplest possible situation, that in which
the specimen retains global axial symmetry (I%gure la).
‘Ilk constraint is loosened in later discussion. Letters
indicating certain points in the deformation history char-
acterized by stress state N, normalized pIastic modulus h,
and material parameters v, p and /3,are correlated between
Figures 2,3 and 4.

At the start of inelastic deformation, the stress state is
at the yield point A in Figure 2a and 2b. At-this time,
the plastic deformation is zero and the plastic modulus
h is infinite, but h decreases rapidly with ensuing plastic
strain. A path representing the change in h/G is sketched
in Figure 2b. For an ideal, homogeneous, stress state, N
would be constant and with increasing plastic deformation
the point representing the stress state and modulus would
move down a vertical line ACD (Figure 2b) until it came to
the hC,/G curve, indicating the onset of shear banding in
axisymmetric compression. In reality, in the outer shell N
will deviate from the ideal value and drift toward smaller
values. This path (AB in Figure 2b) wiIl also terminate
against the hC./G curve. The stresses at which these two
paths intersect the hC,/G curve are determined by the
stress-strain curve for the rock (l%gure2a).

I
al

+

m

~lgure 5. Axisymmetric stress al and q are applied to a
cylindrical specimen. In the outer annuius these s~esses maybe
modified to a= > ~. > ae because of the boundary conditions.

In Figure 3, equations (2) and (3) were uswl to calculate
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Figure 6. Sketch of typical yield surface (solid curves) and
possible yield caps (dashed curves). Heavy arruws represent
the stress paths for two triaxial compression tests. See text for
explanation.

Considering the liielycase of increasingvaks for each
of ~, p and v, the outer shell state point moves to B (Figures
2b, 3,4) while the global state, remaining axisymmetric,
moves to C. In so doing, the two state paths cross several
contours of B + p (l%gure 3) and v (Figure 4). For ease of
discussion it is assumed, but is not necessary, mat during
the early stages, the material properties vary ftily uni-
fonrdy throughout the specimen. Thus, the central core of
the specimen and the outer shell arrive at different stress
states, as indicated by fiN, on the same contour of ~ + p
in Figure 3 or v in Figure 4. At B, lodization occurs in the
outer wall because the path in Figure 2b has intersected the
critical modulus curve given by(l), which relates h=./G to
~, p, and v. This essentially fixes the evolution of material
properties in the outer shell because further deformation is
mostly accommodated by slip on the surficial shear bands.

Hardening of the first-formed bands may lead to the
formation of more bands at higher applied axial deforma-
tion. Also, the orientation of the surface bands in the outer
shell is henceforth relatively static. What change in angle
there may occur at this stage in the axial deformation is due
mostly to the geometric rotation caused by shortening of
the outer shell. For this special case of global axisymmetric
deformation, further deformation moves the overall speci-
men state to point D (I%gure2.3 and 4) because of further
evolution of material parametem. At D overaU locakation
or faulting can occur because the specimen state now lies
on the h=,/G curve at D (13gure 2b). A fault occum at
lower hc7/G and larger global axial shortening (Figure 2),
and its normal is at a greater angle to U1than those of the
surface shear bands @lgures 3, 4). The angle between the
normals to the surface bands and the fault, which here is
attributed to material property evolution, maybe enhanced
very slightly after their formation by the shortening of the
specimen which would cause some decreasing of 8 for the
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surface shear bands.

Though N = I/m throughout the cylinder at the be-
ginning of application of shear stress, as a result of in-
homogenous deformation it inevitably begins to decrease
with increasing axial load and the stress state point for
the outer shell of material moves horn point A toward B
(13gurtx 3 and4) allowing forearlier locakation. It is con-
cluded that in inhomogeneous axisymmetric compression
the lirst shear localization wouldoccur on the surface of the
cylinder and be mom prevalent in the most bulged regions
near the mid-section where Ue is reduced to its miniium
value, and the state of stress is most anisotropic. Because
the tangential stress concentrationdecays toward the cen-
ter, these bands will be largely confined to the near-surface.
By analogy with strike-slip (mode HI deformation) faults,
the depth, offset, and length are interrelate@ and because
the depth is not large, neither are the length nor the offset.
The value of the critical modulus hC, and the orientation of

the bands is controlled by the local state of stress, and also
by the current values of the incremental properties /3, v,
and p. If overall axial symmetry is maintained, the spac-
ing and orientation wiIl be uniform around the specimen;
hence, the bearings of the lines of intersection are radially
disposed (Figure la). If some perturbation in stress, due
to imperfection in the end conditions or variation inmate-
rial properties, is present, a different overall deformation
geametxy may develop (l%gure lb,c).

TMs conceptual process can be generalized to irrive at
diflerent relationships between LHdem’ bands and faults
for different deformation symmetries. For example, if
the initial boundary conditions are non-axisymmetric, the
specimen may take on an orthorhombic symmetry @lgure
lb), and then the sticial strains that coincide with the
plane of maximum principal, global strains will be the most
anisotropic. They will correspond to the most anisotropic
stress state. In this case, the surface strains may be an
accurate reflection of the global deformation therefore, the
stress state of the surface, as viewed down the intermediate
strain axis (coincident wi~ the strike of the eventual fault),
and the stress state of the specimen core may move together
from A to B in Figures 2, 3 and 4, undergoing Luders’
banding simultaneously with faulting. This would result
in the orientations of the Luders’ bands and the fault being
equivalent. In fact, the fault would be nothing more than
a shear band with large displacement. The monoclinic
symmetry is simply a special case of this one.

3. Discussion

One of the main reasons for studying the origin of
Luders’ bands was because Friedman and Logan [1973]



suggested that their occurrence may be used to estimate

the conditions of formation of apparent natural analogues.
They suggested that coniining pressure was an important
factor and axial strain was not.

It seehts clear that the factors thatgovem theappeamnce
of Luders’ bands are the plastic modulus, state of stress,
and the values of the evolving constitutiveparameters, v, p,
and & In addition to its contribution to the tangential and
radial stresses, cofining pressure influences the evolution
of the constitutive parameters. Contrary to the conclusion
of Friedman and fogan [1973] axial strain does seem to
be involved but its effect is complicated by the details of
how the tangential strain and therefore the state of stress
develops.

The main problem in using the laboratory test condi-
tions to estimate the in situ conditions of formation is that
the local state of stress (in the outer annulus of tie spec-
imen) for formation of Luders’ bands is not knom, it is
often not the applied state of stress. In the case where the
specimen takes on a rather two-dimensional deformation
pattern, such as here tailed orthorhombic or monoclinic,
the Liiders’ bands ,and faults are the same or nearly the
same thing. In those cases the extrapolation of Laboratory
conditions to field conditions may be a better approxima-
tion.

A better way to study the relationship between Luders’
bands and faults would be to develop more uniform stress
fields in laboratory spximens. As mentioned earlier, txue-
triaxial and hollow cylinder configurations seem to show a
much better correlation between Liiders’ bands and faults
[Wawersik et al., 1990; Olsson, 1992], that is, they really
seem to be the same thing. It may be that if the stress
field in a specimen was completely uniform, then only one
band could form, starting horn a region defined by material
property deviations. This suggests that in the field, certain
types of stress gradients are necessary for the development
of sets of shear bands rather than faults. More work to
define whether Luders’ bands occur at all in welldesigned
experiments seems appppxiate.

4. Conclusions

A hypothesis for the formation of Luders’ bands has
been presented It is based on the predictions of the onset of
strain localization by the Rudnicki-Rice theory considered
within the context of existing solutions for the nonuni-
form stress state in cylinders subjected to axisymmetric
loading. It was concluded that the first strain localiza-
tion would occur in the outer shell of the cyliider where
the stress state is locally non-axisymmetric. The model
suggests that Liiders’ bands and faults that eventually di-
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vide an experimental specimen are both reflections of the
same constitutive instability, but arise in different stress
and deformation states. According to this hypothesis we
may correlate natural analogues (deformation bands) with
laboratory Luders’ bands. The problem remaining is to de-
termine the exact state of stress, and constitutive parameter
values at the onset of these first kdizations. This can be
done only through tests that avoid or mitigate nonuniform
deformation fields, or ind.inxtly through numerical simu-
lation of conventional axisymmetric experimental data.

It appears that what heretofore have been referred to as
Luders’ bands are amually the same phenomenon as faults,
that is, they are both shear bands. In actuality, Liiders’
bands as usually observed are simply experimental arti-
facts and result from satisfying the lodization condition
in stress gradients.

The results of this study indicate that there is a complex
interplay behveen the conditions for lodization and the
inhomogeneous stress states, common to triaxial testing.
Thus, direct estimates of the state of stress associated with
strain localization in either triaxiaI Laboratoryexperiments
or in situ situations will be difficult.
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